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The Butcher, the Baker,
The Mountain Bike Rider

Ihate to admit this, but before the summer of 1995, I had
a pretty stereotypical vision of a baker. Spot of flour on
his nose; smiling, rounded cheeks; an ample midsection
from sampling all those doughnuts and goodies. I’m as

open-minded as the next guy, but stereotypes are based in
reality, right? Besides, that’s what I’d look like if I worked
in a pastry shop.

In the summer of 1995, my wife Shari and I decided to
try mountain biking. On our first outing, we were tooling
down some northern Wisconsin trails when a rider passed
us. He wore a flashy helmet, cycling shorts, and racing
shoes, and shot past us like a pedaling projectile. He grinned
wildly, hollered a greeting as he zipped up a hill, and disap-
peared before I could even respond. I ground my bike to a
halt and gasped a reverent “Wow,” as Shari pulled along-
side.

“Must be some famous racer,” she said, looking in the
direction he had disappeared.

It was, however, only the town baker. We learned this
minutes later when we leaned our bikes up against a pair of
towering pines to eat lunch. Halfway into my apple, the
same speeding rider flew around the bend, saw us, and skid-
ded his bike to a halt. Bandy-legged and flat-stomached, he
stopped only long enough to introduce himself and wel-
come us to the trails before speeding off.

“Stop by the bakery when you’re done riding,” he called
back over his shoulder as he gained momentum. “We made
some great stuff this morning!”

Some stereotypes die hard, others evaporate quickly.
Asked to describe a baker these days, I’d tell you they’re
chiseled athletes who serve as poster boys for aerobic exer-
cise.

Such was my introduction to mountain biking, and a trail
system I later learned is among the finest in the Midwest.
Located near the northern Wisconsin town of Cable, the
Chequamegon Area Mountain Biking Association
(CAMBA) trails comprise over 300 miles of quality riding
through some of the prettiest woodland imaginable. There
are other places to ride with grander vistas or more chal-
lenging terrain, but few can match the CAMBA system’s
diversity, length, or solitude. Virtually any rider, from recre-
ational beginner to grizzled trail racer, can find something to
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A CAMBA Trails Sampler
Area bike shops can recommend more routes than you can ride in a sum-
mer, but Ron Bergin provided the following recommendations for three
riding levels:

Easy Trails
■Northern Lights Loop (Seeley Cluster)

5.2 miles — Silverthorn trailhead. Mostly gravel or paved rid-
ing; level terrain through pine plantations and along a scenic
cranberry bog. Good family riding.

■Horse Pasture, Pigeon Lake, Star
Lake, and Cisco Lake loops (Drummond
Cluster)
4 to 18 miles — Drummond Town Park trailhead. National
Forest roads, mostly gravel but some paved. Easy riding for the
family with the feeling of riding in the deep woods.

■Springs Creek Loop (Cable Cluster)
10.2 miles — Telemark Resort trailhead. Gravel or sandy town
roads, with some pavement. Goes through some deeply wooded
and very scenic areas with an assortment of hills.

Moderately Difficult Trails
■Patsy Creek Loop (Namakagon Cluster)
12.5 miles — Namakagon Town Hall trailhead. Pleasant, popu-

lar trail including Patsy Lake, bogs, sweet sections of singletrack, rolling
hills and a great mix of trail and forest types.

■Sleigh Trail (Cable Cluster)
9.5 miles — Telemark Resort trailhead. Fun and scenic trail that
most people can handle. Features a mix of single and double track;
includes portions of the Birkie Ski Trail. Can combine other loops to
add mileage, or cutoffs for a shorter ride.

■Antler and Jack Rabbit loops
(Drummond Cluster) 7 miles — Drummond Ski Trails trailhead.
Good trail for introduction to singletrack, deep-woods riding; mod-
erate degree of technical difficulty.

Most Difficult Trails
■Esker Trail (Cable Cluster)
6.7 miles — Telemark resort trailhead. Climbs, dives, and climbs
again before ascending a rocky, glacial esker. Densely wooded,
rolling terrain follows, then breaks into steeply rolling, grassy hills.

■Delta Hills Loop (Delta Cluster)
12 miles — Wanoka Lake trailhead. Scenic, but consistently hilly
terrain; non-motorized recreation trail. According to CAMBA veter-
ans, anyone who can ride the entire loop of this trail without walk-
ing should be racing the Chequamegon Fat Tire Festival.

■Rock Lake Loop (Namakagon Cluster)
9.9 miles — Rock Lake trailhead. Rolls and climbs through mixed
forest that includes old-growth pines; three pristine, wilderness
lakes; many short, steep climbs that test gears and quads.

For information on trail maps, bike shops,and lodging, write or call:

Chequamegon Area Mountain Bike
Association
PO Box 141
Cable, WI 54821
(800) 533-7454

love about biking in this overlooked corner of Wisconsin.
While few non-Midwestern bikers are familiar with the

CAMBA system, the trails are well-known to cross-country
ski buffs. Cable, Wisconsin, is home to the Birkebeiner, a
55-kilometer race that attracts more than 7000 skiers annu-
ally, including some of the world’s elite racers. Many of the
CAMBA trails follow established Birkie routes through the
850,000-acre Chequamegon (pronounced Sha-wa-muh-gun)

National Forest. The rest of the CAMBA system is aligned
with U.S. Forest Service logging roads, fire lanes, and
snowmobile trails that have existed for decades. But it was-
n’t until the summer of 1993 that these rarely used forest
paths were turned into a biker’s paradise.

“CAMBA actually started in the winter of 1992 as a
result of a discussion group that examined trails in general
and off-road bike trails in particular,” said Ron Bergin,
CAMBA board member. “We formally organized in the
winter of 1993 and by the next summer we had started
marking trails. Since many of the bike trails follow existing
trails and woods roads, all we had to do was pick routes,
mark them and draw the maps.”

Actually, Bergin estimates he spent 50-60 hours marking
trails in one cluster alone (there are six different clusters of
CAMBA trails, each starting at a town near the
Chequamegon). And since he usually had three or four peo-
ple working with him, he estimates a total of 300-400 hours
of labor were expended on each trail cluster. Fortunately for
CAMBA members, the U.S. Forest Service became interest-
ed in the project as well.

“Their help was invaluable,” said Bergin. “They con-
tributed many hours to trail work and mapping, as well as
raising money for the many signs we needed to mark routes.
Establishing these trails was a real example of partnership at
work. No one group had the money or manpower to do it
alone, but we all helped, and we all benefit.”

CAMBA maps are designed with the “navigationally
challenged” in mind, according to Bergin. Shari and I
picked ours up at the New Moon Bike and Ski Shop in
Hayward, the same place we rented our wheels. We
explained to the clerk that running kept us aerobically fit,
but our mountain biking experience was zero. She listened
patiently, then directed us toward a pair of bikes, fitted us
with basic gear, and recommended a couple of loops that
were scenic, but not too difficult.

Northern Wisconsin is a glorious place in the summer-
time; heavily wooded and sparsely populated. By the time
we’d found the trailhead, we’d seen deer, a pair of hawks,
and numerous songbirds. Pedaling onto the quiet trails of
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the Hayward Cluster’s Mosquito
Brook Trail, we knew the cool,
sunny August day was perfect
for our introduction to the sport. 

A couple of hours later we’d
become adept at gear shifting,
managed reasonable control on
the rolling terrain, and were
reading the map with ease.
Admittedly, biking revealed
some muscles that my daily runs
hadn’t pointed out before, but
the quiet Wisconsin wilderness
didn’t seem the right place for
complaining. I’d contemplated
cross-training in the past, and
this day was convincing me that
a mountain bike purchase was in
my immediate future.

According to Ron Bergin,
such conversion experiences are
becoming commonplace on
CAMBA trails. “One of the great
things about our trails is that you
can go out and ride for hours and
never see anyone. We have such
a low population density here,
and such large expanses of pub-
lic land.”

The second Saturday after
Labor Day is the Chequamegon
Fat Tire Festival, a northwoods
race attracting 2500 riders annu-
ally. Transversing some of the
most difficult CAMBA trails, the
Fat Tire Festival challenges even
the toughest riders. The

Chequamegon is idyllic, no
doubt, but it is also wild country;
full of hills, swamps, rocks, and
valleys. Did I mention the hills?
Serious racers will find all the
competition they can handle at
the Fat Tire Festival. After all,
Greg LeMond is a two-time
champion there.

Interestingly, the northern
Wisconsin trails don’t seem to be
plagued by erosion problems that
have cast mountain biking in an
unfavorable light in other areas.

“We’re actively monitoring
trail degradation here,” Bergin
says. “But I really don’t think
our soil types are as vulnerable
as other regions. Plus, we still
don’t have the number of riders
other places do. There are sea-
sons when we recommend stay-
ing off certain trails, and if we
see erosion problems starting,
we’ll simply close a trail.”

Bergin doesn’t see future
growth from CAMBA’s “Ya’ll
come!” philosophy as a problem,
either. “At this point, most riders

don’t even touch some of
the best trails. But if we
see enormous growth in
the next few years, the
potential for serious trail
expansion is very real.
There are miles and miles
of unmarked, rarely used
trails that even locals don’t
see. We could nearly dou-
ble our current trail
mileage just by marking
and mapping existing
routes that aren’t even in
our system yet.”

I trust Ron Bergin on
this. Shari and I spent most
of a day exploring the
trails on only one cluster,
and barely scratched the
surface. I do, however,
confess that not all our
time was spent pedaling.
Seduced by the
Chequamegon’s beauty, we
frequently parked our bikes
to ogle the local flora and
fauna. There are monstrous
white pines that escaped
turn-of-the-century loggers.

Gurgling brooks flowing into
remote cedar swamps. Stands of
sugar maple serene as a church.
We had to stop and watch a pair
of red squirrels careen through a
tree, and shortly after lunch, on a
remote ridge far from any road,
we spotted an honest-to-good-

ness set of timber wolf tracks.
And other than our friendly
baker, we never saw another
person.

Shari and I were not moti-
vated to try mountain biking by
those gonzo surfer dudes who
appear in television soft drink
commercials, ride their bikes
out of planes and over cliffs,
and urge viewers to “get verti-
cal.” We love nature, recre-
ation, and exercise, pretty
much in that order, and figured
that off-road biking might be
the ticket for combining those
loves. Our trip to the CAMBA
trails left us believing in the

beauty of the fat tire, and
searching for spare bike money
in our checking account. 

And who knows, after a
couple of summers and a few
hundred miles of riding, I
might even get talked into a
race or two. But I hope I never
meet up with a certain baker
from northern Wisconsin.  ●

Scott Bestul is a freelance writer
living in Lewiston, Minnesota.


